MAIN RESULTS
Using the teacher reported diagnostic standard, 53.7% of children were classifi ed as meeting DSM-IV criteria for ADHD, 13.9% for oppositional defi ant disorder and 4% for conduct disorder. T scores of 60 or more (1 SD above the population mean) on all CTRS-R subscales showed good sensitivity but low specifi city for detecting TTI-IV assessed inattentive symptoms (sensitivity 93%, specifi city 39%), hyperactive-impulsive symptoms (sensitivity 91%, specifi city 53%) and combined symptoms (sensitivity 94%, specifi city 32%). For detecting clinical ADHD, sensitivities were also high for the inattentive subtype (sensitivity 85%, specifi city 46%) and combined subtype (sensitivity 82%, specifi city 48%) but lower for hyperactive-impulsive subtype (sensitivity 69%, specifi city 60%). Increasing the cutoff value for the T score resulted in increased specifi city for diagnosing ADHD subtypes with a maximum of 95% for a clinical diagnosis of the hyperactive-impulsive subtype but reduced sensitivity (18% for the hyperactive-impulsive subtype). Across subtypes, the highest post-test probabilities were achieved with a T score cut-off on the CTRS-R of ≥80 but all values were below 90%.
CONCLUSIONS
The ability of the CTRS-R is limited for predicting whether schoolchildren who are clinically referred will reach DSM-IV criteria for ADHD. A T score of less than 60 on the CTRS-R for the hyperactive-impulsive or combined subscales can be used to rule out ADHD but additional information about their behaviour will be needed to make DSM-IV diagnoses. In this methodologically sound paper, Charach and colleagues take on the interesting notion of streamlining clinical practice by testing whether one of the foremost clinical rating scales in the fi eld, the Conners' Teacher Rating Scale-Revised (CTRS-R), could be used to confi dently establish a diagnosis of attention defi cit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). As a reference point and source of comparison, the authors established clinical diagnoses by using a semi-structured Teacher Telephone Interview (TTI-IV for DSM-IV). Although the paper focuses thoroughly on the psychometric outcomes of this comparison, the real underlying promise is the potential for the scale to be employed reliably in establishing a diagnosis of ADHD and thus letting health care providers refocus their time and efforts on other important aspects of patient care.
ABSTRACTED FROM
In this sample, the DSM-IV subscale of the CTRS-R, as a diagnostic instrument, was limited. As the authors explain, based on the comparisons, the CTRS-R was more effective at demonstrating that patients with low scores were less likely to be diagnosed with ADHD but high scores were less than optimally related to patients meeting complete criteria for ADHD on the TTI-IV diagnostic assessment.
ADHD is a complex neuropsychiatric disorder and clinicians need to be aware of the pitfalls of relying solely on any paper and pencil task to establish this diagnosis, although the authors never advocated this. Determination of ADHD's existence in an individual relies on more than the presence or absence of symptoms. Clinicians in the fi eld need to integrate important criteria such as age of onset and duration of symptoms which are often not incorporated into the questions included in rating scales but which nonetheless are vital to the establishment of an accurate diagnosis. More importantly, by defi nition, ADHD is a disorder that requires symptoms be identifi able in more than one setting, and diagnoses should not be established on the basis of observations from the vantage point of a single individual, even those as important as a teacher. True to the spirit of the paper, the use of rating scales such as the CTRS-R have their place in both research and clinical practice, especially if they organise and objectify important clinical information. To this end, the authors provided clarifi cation that in this sample the use of this particular rating scale was limited for the purpose of diagnostic determination.
